Step junctions are often present in layered materials, i.e. where single-layer regions meet multilayer regions, yet their effect on thermal transport is not understood to date. Here, we measure heat flow across graphene junctions (GJs) from monolayer to bilayer graphene, as well as bilayer to four-layer graphene for the first time, in both heat flow directions. The thermal conductance of the monolayer-bilayer GJ device ranges from ~0.5 to 9.1 × 10 8 Wm -2 K -1 between 50 K to 300 K.
termining the number of graphene layers. The Raman spectra do not show discernible D peaks even after patterning the metal lines, confirming relatively defect-free, crystalline graphene re-
gions (Supplementary Section 2).
We performed heat flow measurements from 50 K to 300 K on these GJ samples and on similar control samples without graphene. We also measured heat flow across the GJs in both directions by swapping the heater and sensor, to test for possible asymmetry in the heat flow as a consequence of phonon scattering at the junction, which would lead to thermal rectification for large temperature differentials [15] . The measurements are performed as follows. Current is forced into a metal line, which acts as a heater, while both metal lines are used to sense temperature, setting up a temperature gradient across the GJ. The metal lines are thermo-resistive elements, which allow us to convert measured changes of electrical resistance into variation of the temperature of the sensor, ΔT S , and heater, ΔT H , as a function of the heater power P H (Supplementary Section 4). We calibrated both metal lines for each sample by monitoring the resistance over a slightly wider temperature range, from 40 K to 310 K, to determine the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) and quantify temperature variations (Supplementary Sections 6 and 7).
Once the temperature difference between the metal lines is known as a function of the heater power, the thermal conductance across the junction is obtained by processing the experimental data using a three-dimensional (3D) finite element model (FEM) [20, 22] (see Methods). In this simulation, the graphene channel region between heater and sensor is treated with an effective thickness h = 0.34n nm, where n = 2 in both devices because most of the two channels are covered by 2L graphene (see arrows in Figures 1b and 1d) . In other words, the FEM fits the graphene channel with an effective thermal conductivity, k, between heater and sensor. The effective channel thermal conductance is G = kh(W/L), where W and L are the graphene channel width and length.
The FEM shown in Figure 1f accurately replicates the experimental setup taking into account: i) all geometric dimensions of the metal lines, determined using SEM images (Supplementary Section 1); ii) the thickness of the SiO 2 under the graphene from ellipsometry (Supplementary Section 3) and its temperature-dependent thermal conductivity from measurements of the control sample (Supplementary Section 5); iii) the Si thermal conductivity for Si wafers with the same doping density [23] (Supplementary Section 3) . The FEM also includes the effect of thermal boundary resistance (TBR) at Si-SiO 2 interfaces [20] from the control sample, grapheneSiO 2 [24] and SiO 2 -metal [25] interfaces, based on previous measurements of similar samples [20] . Figure 1f shows the simulated temperature distribution with current applied through the heater for the 1L-2L junction device. The thermal conductivity k of the graphene channel is varied in the simulation until ΔT S and ΔT H vs. P H modeling results match well with the experimental data.
We also measured a control sample without graphene in the channel to validate our method and to obtain the thermal properties of the parallel heat-flow path through the contacts, the supporting SiO 2 , the SiO 2 -Si interface and the Si substrate (Supplementary Section 5). These thermal properties obtained after processing the experimental data with the FEM show good agreement with well-known data from literature [20, 26, 27] over the full temperature range. Consequently, these data were used as inputs for the FEM simulation of the GJ structures. Figure 2 shows the experimental heater temperature rise (in red) and sensor temperature rise (in blue) normalized by the heater power, ΔT/P H , as a function of temperature obtained for the two junctions studied, 1L-2L and 2L-4L. The heat flow was studied in both directions across the Figure 2 . Experimental measurements of temperature rise in the heater and sensor per heater power, ΔT/P H , as a function of temperature for (a) the 1L-2L and (b) 2L-4L graphene junction. Heat flow was measured in both directions, from 1L → 2L vs. 2L → 1L, and from 2L → 4L vs. 4L → 2L, without observing thermal rectification. The uncertainty of these data is smaller than the symbol size. graphene junction to account for possible thermal rectification effects. The uncertainty of ΔT/P H is ~0.5-1%, which agrees well with our previous experiments that use similar metal lines [20] . Wm -1 K -1 for 2L, and ~450 Wm -1 K -1 for 4L graphene, respectively. These are consistent with earlier measurements by Seol et al. [28] , Sadeghi et al. [29] , and by Jang et al. [21] who found the thermal conductivity of SiO 2 -supported 1L, 2L and 4L graphene were ~580, ~600 and ~480 Wm -1 K -1 at room temperature, respectively. To obtain the various thermal conductivities from the FEM fitting, we used the same TBR between graphene and SiO 2 for all layers, following Chen et al. [24] , but there may be small differences in the TBR that could be behind this small variation.
However, our results are in good agreement with values reported by Sadeghi et al. [29] , which
show that the thermal conductivity of SiO 2 -supported graphene few-layers remains very similar.
In [20] explained that as we shorten the length of a graphene channel, quasi-ballistic phonon transport effects reduce its thermal conductivity, because the longest phonon mean free paths become limited by the length of the channel. In other words, the graphene thermal conductivity is length-dependent in this sub-micron regime. The thermal conductivity of our GJ samples is consistent with values reported by Bae et al. [20] for length-dependent graphene without junctions. Additionally, that the thermal conductance of the 1L-2L and 2L-4L channels is almost identical for both heat flow directions, i.e. k 1-2 ≈ k 2-1 and k 2-4 ≈ k 4-2 , indicates no measurable asymmetry in the heat flow or thermal rectification effects on supported graphene at the junction.
Molecular and Lattice dynamic simulations and discussion
To explain the measured thermal conductance of the GJs in both heat flow directions we consider two possible scenarios. The first scenario consists of thermal decoupling between the top and bottom layers of graphene, which could be attributed to the presence of a large TBR between layers. The thermal decoupling between layers would cause the heat to flow only through one layer, i.e. the bottom one, which would result in similar conductance values as the work of Bae et al. [20] . Moreover, the large TBR between layers would make phonon scattering at the junction negligible, which would support the idea of a non-asymmetry or thermal rectification effect. The second possible scenario would be a perfect coupling between the top and bottom graphene layers, i.e. very small TBR between layers, which would explain the similarity of the GJs thermal conductance with those shown by Bae et al. [20] . However, under these circumstances, we would expect the junction to scatter phonons more efficiently, which might induce some thermal asymmetry across the junction.
To quantitatively understand the phonon physics at the GJ, we performed atomistic molecu- or from 2L→1L. Setting up the NEMD simulations we have two options to treat the bilayer side of the GJ: we can either apply the thermostat to both layers, as in Ref. [16] , or treat only the top layer as a thermal bath. In the first case we find that the thermal conductance is near that of a single graphene layer, much too large compared to the experiments (Supplementary Section 8).
Thus, we focus our analysis on the second case. In fact, NEMD simulations show the thermal conductance of the device is the same, within the statistical uncertainty, regardless of the direction of the heat current. Hence, our simulations also confirm that this system does not display thermal rectification.
An analysis of the temperature profile at stationary conditions ( Figure 4) shows that the top and bottom layers of the junction are thermally decoupled, and the main source of TBR is not the step at the junction, but rather the weak coupling between the two stacked graphene layers. Such weak coupling causes a larger temperature difference (ΔT ~ 70 K) between the top and bottom layer of the device, whereas the temperature discontinuity at the step of the junction is only ~3
K. Hence the main resistive process occurs at the interface between the overlapping layers, which is symmetric, thus explaining why no thermal asymmetry or rectification occurs. Even with a very large temperature difference at the two ends of the device (ΔT ~ 450 K), thermal rectification remains negligible (Supplementary Section 8) .
Our experiments and simulations appear at odds with the NEMD results of Zhong et al. [15] . In this work, the system is set up such that there is no thermal decoupling between layers in the thermal reservoir, and this effect is not probed in the non-thermostated junction. Hence these former simulations suggest an asymmetric phonon scattering at the junction that depends on the heat flow direction (thermal rectification effect). By comparing our simulations with theirs, we conclude that an apparent thermal rectification could be observed by sampling the system at nonstationary conditions, stemming from poor equilibration of the thermal baths. This is especially a problem for poorly ergodic systems such as graphene and carbon nanotubes [31] .
While NEMD sheds light on the microscopic details of heat transport at the GJ, it does not allow a quantitative estimate of the conductance that can be compared to experiments. In fact, due to the classical nature of MD simulations, quantum effects are not taken into account. Considering that the Debye temperature of graphene exceeds 2000 K and experiments are carried out at room temperature and below, quantum effects are expected to play a major role in determining the conductance. Thus, we also calculated the thermal conductance of the 1L-2L junction, treated as an open system, using the elastic scattering kernel method (ESKM) [32] . ESKM is an LD approach equivalent to Green's functions [33] , implemented in a scalable code that allows us to compute coherent phonon transport in systems of up to 10 6 atoms [34] . Thus, we could calculate the thermal conductance of suspended and SiO 2 -supported GJs with the same overlap length as in the experiments. LD calculations give the phonon transmission function for an open system with semi-infinite thermal reservoirs, resolved by mode frequency and polarization. The thermal conductance is then computed by the Landauer formula [35] , integrating over all frequencies:
where T is the temperature and !" is the Bose-Einstein distribution function, accounting for the quantum population of phonons. In this approach we neglect anharmonic phonon-phonon scattering. This assumption is justified a posteriori by comparing the conductance of a suspended device with overlap length of 25 nm, computed by NEMD, G = 1.16 ± 0.09 × 10 9 Wm -2 K -1 , with that obtained by LD using a classical phonon distribution function, G = 0.92 × 10 9 Wm -2 K -1 . A ~20% difference between LD and NEMD calculations of G is acceptable, as it may stem not only from neglecting anharmonic scattering in LD, but also from the finite Δ in NEMD. The agreement between modeling and experiments is excellent at low temperature in Figure   5 . In the experimental device at higher temperature, heat transfer is still mainly dictated by the TBR between the two graphene layers, but the thermal bath also affects the bottom layer in the bilayer part of the device, thus making the conductance larger than that predicted by the model.
The thermal conductance of the device increases with the interlayer overlapping surface area, which is determined by the length of the bilayer part (Figure 5a ). However, G does not grow linearly with the overlap surface and tends to saturate with the overlapping length. The conductance limit of this device is indeed dictated by the ballistic limit of a single graphene sheet [36] .
The interaction with the SiO 2 substrate reduces the overall conductance of the device by about 30% at room temperature. In order to achieve quantitative agreement between theory and experiments, it is important to consider the conductance reduction in the model for supported structures. The temperature dependence of the GJ thermal conductance can be almost entirely ascribed to the quantum population of the phonon modes. In fact, Figure 5b shows that theory and experiments display an excellent agreement at low temperature, while systematic deviations appear at T > 200 K, allowing us to pinpoint the effect of anharmonic scattering, which is not shows that only out-of-plane modes contribute to heat transport across the interlayer junction, consistent with another recent study [37] (Supplementary Section 9). We also observe that the interaction with the substrate causes an offset of the out-of-plane modes of the bottom graphene layer with respect to those of the top layer, thus hampering the transmission function even further and reducing the conductance of the device.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have experimentally measured, for the first time, the temperature dependent heat flow across GJs, i.e. 1L-2L and 2L-4L graphene junctions, supported on SiO 2 substrates. CVD-grown) graphene should not affect the overall thermal conductivity of the material, unlike GB defects. Thus, the thermal properties of CVD-grown graphene are not expected to be affected by the presence of small bilayer islands, because most heat will be carried in the bottom layer.
Methods

Experimental measurements and data analysis
Highly crystalline graphite (carbon > 99.75%) was mechanically exfoliated with Scotch Raman spectroscopy was carried out using a Horiba LabRam instrument with a 532 nm laser and 100× objective with N.A. = 0.9, after all fabrication and other measurements were completed. The GJ region was scanned with 150 nm step size and 160 µW laser power. The laser spot diameter obtained by the knife-edge method was < 400 nm. We analyzed the spectra of several representative locations on both sides of the GJs by removing the baseline and fitting the 2D (also known as G') peak with different Lorentzians (Figure 1c and 1e) . These Raman maps determined the quality of the graphene and number of layers on each side of the GJ (also see SSupplementary Section 2).
The samples were wire-bonded into chip carriers and the thermal measurements were carried out in a cryostat at 1.3×10 -6 mbar, at temperatures from 50 K to 300 K (Supplementary Sections 4 to 7). Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used after thermal measurements to examine the location of the heater and sensor on each side of the GJ, as well as to measure the separation and dimensions of the lines (Supplementary Section 1) .
The experimental data were analyzed using finite element modeling (FEM) with COM-SOL® Multiphysics (Supplementary Information Section 10), to determine the thermal conductance of the GJ and of the various layers and interfaces. These simulations were based on previous measurements on similar samples carried out by a subset of the authors. [20] , [38] The uncertainty calculations are also explained in Supplementary Information Section 10.
Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD)
All MD simulations were carried using the LAMMPS package. [39] We used the optimized Tersoff force-field [40] for the in-plane interactions, and a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential with = 3.29567 meV and = 3.55 Å for the interlayer interactions, according to the OPLS-AA parameterization [41] . Equations of motion were integrated with a time step of 1 fs. The simulated structure had a periodic width of 5 nm and interlayer spacing of 0.335 nm, containing 14736 C atoms in a 25 nm long top layer (4896 atoms) and a 50 nm bottom layer (9840 atoms) in the transport direction. Boundary conditions were fixed in the transport direction and periodic in both perpendicular directions. We first equilibrated the system in the canonical ensemble at 300 K using the stochastic velocity rescaling algorithm [42] for 0.1 ns (Supplementary Section 8).
To enable a stationary heat current, the 10% C atoms at the left end of the top layer and 10%
atoms at the end of the bottom layer were thermostatted to the target temperatures of 350 and 250 K, respectively, using Langevin thermostats with a 0.05 ps relaxation time. We have tested different coupling constants and verified that a weaker coupling, e.g. 1 ps, is insufficient for the thermal baths to reach the target temperatures [31] . The first two rows of C atoms in the top and bottom sheets and the last two rows of C atoms in the bottom sheet were constrained at fixed positions, and the system was allowed to run for a total of 40 ns. The temperature profile was grouped into 100 bins along the transport direction, sampled every 10 th step, the total average was computed every 1000 steps and the temperature was calculated from the kinetic energy. The 
Lattice dynamics (LD) calculations
We compute thermal boundary conductance in the quantum regime for GJs models using LD and the elastic scattering kernel method [32] . We consider both suspended and supported junctions. The interatomic potentials used for LD calculations were the same as in the NEMD simulations for the suspended device. The interatomic interactions of the quartz substrate in the supported device are modeled with the potential by van Beest et al. [43] . The interactions between the graphene layers and the substrate are modeled with a LJ potential with interaction cutoffs set to 8 Å. All models had a periodic width of 4.984 nm and varying lengths. The overlap lengths for the supported graphene junctions were 5. 
